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Abstract: Electronic Health Record’s (EHR) information verification, synchronization, sharing, and 

storage are challenging for the medical system. Distributing data safely while protecting customer 

privacy becomes an issue. Blockchain has been suggested as a secure data exchange solution due to 

its immutability feature. This paper proposes a blockchain-enhanced, decentralised electronic med-

ical records system. The proposed system validates and stores electronic medical data on the block-

chain by hashing it. The InterPlanetary File System encrypts and stores encrypted electronic medical 

data to solve the blockchain’s scalability issue. Medical health systems generate many records; the 

proposed system stores all records as blockchain transactions. A blockchain ledger could make data 

accessible to authorised users, improving visibility and growth awareness during therapy. To opti-

mise the performance of the proposed system, performance bottlenecks are identified and solutions 

are proposed. We have used optimal endorsement policies and blockchain code-level changes. 

When performance is compared to other blockchain networks, the proposed network outperforms 

them. Transaction throughput and latency outperform by 13% and 8%, respectively, while address-

ing stakeholder security and trust concerns. 
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1. Introduction 

Electronic medical records, medical images, diagnostic reports, infectious diseases, 

and other types of data are generated daily as a result of the rapid development of infor-

mation technology. With the right use of these data, infectious diseases can be predicted 

in advance so that precautions can be taken, but they can also be used as legal evidence 

in disputes over medical or personal matters. Therefore, it is worthwhile to research how 

to effectively utilise medical data. Electronic medical records can represent a patient’s cur-

rent state of care quickly and accurately, as well as share treatment experiences with other 

healthcare facilities. However, the patient’s privacy would be compromised once the pro-

vided medical data were utilised unlawfully [1]. Controlling the right to access medical 

data is therefore a pressing concern. Technology’s recent advancements are changing how 

we use and perceive things, which has an impact on every aspect of human life. Similar 

to the improvements technology has brought about in a number of other spheres of life, 

it is also discovering new methods to advance the healthcare industry. The key ad-

vantages that technological advancements are bringing to the healthcare industry include 

improvements in security, user experience, and other areas. Medical, or EHR (Electronic 

Health Record), and EMR (Electronic Medical Record) systems provided these 
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advantages. Nevertheless, they continue to have certain problems with data integrity, user 

ownership of data, and the security of medical information. The application of a cutting-

edge technology, such as blockchain, may be the answer to these problems [2]. With the 

use of this technology, medical records and other information connected to healthcare 

might be stored on a safe, impermeable platform. 

2. Limitations of Existing Work 

Blockchain technology has also been mentioned as a potential solution by several 

researchers [3,4]. Many of the solutions rely on retrieving data from cloud servers, yet 

most cloud servers are cynical and half-honest. Additionally, the current blockchain med-

ical data recovery solution lacks comprehensive answers for both data owners and con-

sumers. The aforementioned article’s major goals are to set up access control mechanisms 

for medical records and provide control over personal health information. However, the 

performance of blockchain-based health record systems has not been the main focus of 

the majority of solutions. In this research, we provide an effective privacy-preserving de-

centralised access control system that makes use of blockchain technologies to improve 

access control policy administration in order to solve these shortcomings. By suggesting 

the hybrid level of the decentralised access control model, which takes into account both 

the “role” concept and the “attributes,” our approach differentiates from prior research. 

Because of this, maintaining security and privacy with effective access control measures 

is still a crucial problem, which is what we try to do in our work. The most effective 

method for implementing access control at the moment is attribute-based encryption 

(ABE) [5–8]. Medical facilities outsource the maintenance of encrypted patient data to a 

third party (a cloud server), which lowers the cost of computing, frees up local storage, 

and allows for quick data retrieval. The use of blockchain technology in contemporary 

healthcare facilities has also gained popularity [9,10]. However, medical data saved on the 

blockchain cannot be easily accessed. The cloud server is centralised, so if one cloud model 

fails, the entire cloud server will become unavailable. Literature [11] and [12] combine the 

blockchain with the cloud server to address how to recover data while also addressing 

how to provide a safeguard for data security. We consider the InterPlanetary File System 

(IPFS) as our storage platform to address this issue. 

3. Contribution 

This study proposes a patient-privacy-preserving EHR sharing strategy using hospi-

tal servers and permissioned blockchains. 

• Audit System: The audit method authenticates doctors, prevents them from upload-

ing patients’ electronic health records to the hospital server under a false name, and 

ensures the data’s validity and dependability. 

• Content Security: Our model stores medical data on an IPFS, which allocates a unique 

hash for each file, so files cannot be stored repeatedly while saving storage space. 

• Keyword Search: In our method, users may rapidly discover medical documents us-

ing keywords and check their legitimacy and source. EHR immutability and sharing 

are also achieved. 

• Controlled Access: We assign user-specific access privileges to prevent unrelated 

people from seeing the patient’s medical history. The user can decode the ciphertext 

only if their private key matches the access policy. This study proposes a patient-

controllable EHR sharing approach to protect its privacy as patients don’t completely 

understand how to utilise their EHRs. EHR integrity is vital since it includes sensitive 

data. This protects integrity and auditability during data transfer. 

Rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 4, explains proposed methodology. 

In Section 5, the performance analysis model is discussed and a performance comparison 

is shown, followed by a conclusion and future scope. 
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4. The Proposed System 

The goal of this method is to develop a system in which blockchain could also rein-

vent the way patients’ electronic health records are stored and shared by providing safer 

and more secure mechanisms for patient health information exchange of medical data in 

the healthcare and medical industry. In this section, we elaborate on the design goal of the 

proposed EHR data-sharing model and focus on explaining the logical framework and 

running process of the model. 

 

Figure 1. Framework for the proposed system. 

The prototype was built by taking into consideration the number of active hospitals 

and creating a scaled network of five organisations. Each of these five organizations is 

represented by an Hyperledger Fabric(HL) organization holding two peer nodes, one or-

derer node, and a custom Certificate Authority (CA) to issue certificates to its members. 

The different components are processes running in each hospital’s infrastructure. The hos-

pitals can use the prototype both as a backup mechanism to be integrated with their legacy 

systems and as a full operating system meant to substitute the current solutions. The pro-

totype allows different entities to access and operate the system and the records. Each 

entity has different importance and freedom within the system. This freedom reflects in 

the operations that an entity can perform: some have access and rights over the patient 

records, and some have the faculty to modify system policies and rules. The HL Fabric 

network must ultimately approve the vast majority of these operations and rights through 

the consensus process. 

The prototype supports the following roles: 

• Government: monitors the system and can change the mode; 

• Hospital: can create, retrieve, update, delete a record, and ask for consent; 

• Doctor: can read and update records, ask for consent; 

• Patient: read their health record, and give consent to the doctor. 

The EHRs are expressed as JSON files, and the entities interact with them through a 

smart contract that represents and guards the data model. The contract not only represents 

the EHR but also defines the operations that can be performed over it. The functions to 

interact with the EHR listed as follows: 
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• Create a health record: createRecord({key: value}): patientId This function accepts a key-

value asset that could be either a JSON file or Javascript object. It returns a string 

containing the patient identification. 

• Retrieve a record: getRecord (patientId): medicalRecord Given a patient identification 

number, this function returns a JSON file containing the EHR corresponding to the 

id. 

• Update a record: updateRecord (patientId, {key: value}): Boolean This function allows a 

patient to modify the content of her record: it accepts the patient id and the field that 

must be modified, and returns the boolean result of the operation. 

• Delete a record: deleteRecord (patientId): boolean This function allows to removal a rec-

ord given the patient id. 

• Request for treatment: requestForTreatment (patientId, doctor): Promise A practitioner 

(doctor, physician, etc.) or an organization can request to access or create a record 

belonging to a patient. The patient gets notified and can either accept or decline the 

request. 

• Treat patient: treatPatient (patientId, diagnosis, doctor, treatment): ! boolean The doctor 

that has the right to access a record, can update its information through this function. 

• Give consent: giveConsent (patient, doctor): boolean With this function, the patient can 

grant someone the right to access and modify her record. The entity can be either an 

organization or someone representing the organization such as a doctor or a nurse. 

5. Performance Analysis and Discussion 

In this part, blockchain benchmarks and evaluation metrics are used to evaluate and 

analyse the performance of the proposed architectural framework. The outcomes are ex-

amined using criteria including block size, endorsement policy, and block generation 

time, among others. 

Throughput, latency, and other characteristics are used to do performance evalua-

tions for various scenarios. The benchmarking tool used for network-based blockchain 

application examination is called Hyperledger Caliper [13]. The performance evaluation 

framework consists of a caliper manager along with workers who provide workload to 

the proposed system. It follows the steps shown in the framework, which result in test 

reports. Several variables, including latency, throughput, CPU use, incoming and out-

going traffic, memory consumption, disc write and read, network I/O, etc., are tracked in 

order to assess the framework’s performance. Block size, transaction per second (TPS), 

support mechanism, channel, resource consumption, and record database configuration 

parameters are modified based on the evaluation. 

5.1. Impact of Hyperledger Fabric Block Parameters on Performance 

The endorsement policy, the frequency of reads and writes in a single transaction, 

and the total number of transactions in a block are all crucial aspects that affect blockchain 

performance. We investigated the performance of Hyperledger Fabric to pinpoint the bot-

tlenecks and motivate improvements in our proposed system. To optimize transactional 

performance, bottlenecks, and areas are studied, and their impacts are analyzed. 

The impact of different load generation rates and block sizes on performance is also 

explored. The proposed system also demonstrates how block size and endorsement policy 

affect performance metrics like throughput and latency. 

• Block Size Effect: Before adding any transactions to a block, they get verified. Then 

the client requests permission from several endorsing peers before sending the trans-

action proposal. The transaction is deemed genuine only after it has received ap-

proval from the required number of peers. All engaged endorsing peers’ certificates, 

public keys, and signatures are collected together with the transactions for further 

verification. The block size parameter plays a key role in validating transactions, so 

configuring this parameter is necessary as the number of transactions increases.  
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• Effect of Endorsement Policy: Endorsement policies are used in Fabric to determine 

which peers must approve a transaction before any sent transaction is deemed gen-

uine and added to the ledger. Several ramifications of Fabric’s endorsement policy 

component are examined in this paper. This work uses updated endorsement policy 

strategies to improve performance. The effect of the endorsement policy on the oper-

ation of the Hyperledger fabric is examined, we must define the endorsement policy 

with fewer sub-policies and endorsers in order to attain greater performance. More-

over, NOutOf policy always performs better than And/Or policy but is less effective. 

• Impact of Types of Transactions on Block Size: The number of input transactions in 

a block cannot be expected to remain constant, so different blocks may have different 

sizes. Transactions can be read or written, depending on the type of transaction. Read 

transactions must produce the current state. So block size has no effect on read trans-

actions; it can only be executed with write transactions. It’s critical to configure the 

block size to be smaller when the transaction arrival rate is below the saturation 

threshold. Also, it is important to increase the block size when the transaction arrival 

rate exceeds or equals the saturation point. 

5.2. Experimental Evaluation 

In this research paper, we have conducted a comprehensive performance bench-

marking of the proposed system and compared it with Hyperledger Fabric v1.4. Figure 2 

shows the configuration file used for Hyperledger caliper with hyperledger fabric 1.4. The 

architecture of the system is used as a system under test to check the performance of hy-

perledger Fabric. The results are examined in this part using criteria such as block for-

mation time, endorsement policy, block size, and so on. The benchmark tool Hyperledger 

caliper will be used to analyse the created blockchain-based apps over the network. This 

section evaluates the present system’s performance using blockchain assessment metrics. 

The Hyperledger Caliper benchmarking framework is used to monitor performance, and 

the results are analyzed using metrics such as Success Rate, Send Rate (TPS), Throughput 

(TPS), and Latency (S) [15]. The performance of the proposed system is measured using 

Caliper, which is given 500, 1000, 1500, 2000, and 2500 active rounds of trading split into 

three subdivisions at variable interest rates. A blockchain system’s throughput is defined 

as the rate at which it can commit a certain number of valid transactions. The term “Trans-

action Latency” refers to the time it takes for a transaction to become effective across the 

network. 

 

Figure 2. Caliper configuration with Hyperledger Fabric 1.4. 

Transaction Throughput(TT) = Total Committed Transaction(TCT)/Total time in sec-

Non Committed Transaction(TTS) 

Transaction Latency(TL) = Confirmation Time(CT)*Network Threshold(NT)-Submit 

Time for transaction(ST) 
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For performance comparison, Hyperledger Fabric 1.4 network is considered as per 

the Hyperledger documentation [14] compared with our proposed system after optimiza-

tion at validation and channel phase of blockchain. These graphs show that the proposed 

system outperforms the hyperledger system in terms of throughput and latency when the 

system is tested with 100, 500, 1500, 2000 and 2500 number of transaction which is shown 

in Figures 4 and 5. The proposed system is found to be more efficient in terms of transac-

tion throughput and latency by 13% and 8%, respectively. 

 

Figure 3. Comparison of Throughput of Hyperledger Fabric and proposed system. 

 

Figure 4. Comparison of latency of Hyperledger Fabric and proposed system. 

6. Conclusions 

Using Blockchain in healthcare systems has become increasingly essential in recent 

years. In addition to lowering the possibility of cybercrime, it may also lead to data veri-

fication, data rectification, and safe data provision. Redundancy and fault tolerance in the 

system also facilitate the distribution of data. In this research, we recommend a system 

architecture for an access control policy for participants to protect the confidentiality of 

medical records stored on a distributed ledger technology Blockchain. The proposed sys-

tem integrates strict access controls with safe record-keeping. It makes a user-friendly sys-

tem that anyone can pick up and utilise. Since the framework makes use of IPFS’s off-

chain storage method, it also offers ways to guarantee the system solves the storage chal-

lenge. The proposed system is also optmized and found to perform better when perfor-

mance is evaluated concerning similar systems. Swarm Hash will be used in the future 

inside the proposed framework. You can retrieve data from multiple nodes at once in the 

Swarm (Decentralised Data Storage and Distribution), and as long as any one node hosts 

a given piece of data, it will continue to be available everywhere. Files are addressed using 

a hash of their contents. 
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